SPORTS

By Ali Kadou

The MIT rowers travelled to Concord, NH, and defeated the Concord Rugby Club, 19-4, last Saturday.
After a ragged start by both teams, center Roger Simmons opened the scoring with a penalty kick. The Tech forwards, although at a slight weight disadvantage, controlled the loose play and capitalized on numerous Concord errors. The backs led the day in scoring as wing Don Arkin '72 downed three tries and wing Tom Flanagan '72 added a fourth.
Wing forward Tony Cerveza '73 burst through the loose for a score and Chris Helfin '72 maintained MIT's second try.}

By Dorothy Nelkin

The events leading up to the current controversy over the computer-aided instrumentation laboratory are vividly set forth in this excellent case study. The decision, announced on May 20, 1971, followed a year of efforts to cope with the high demands on the university's computer resources. It was the result of a growing concern about the costs of meeting the needs of all the university's departments and disciplines. The decision was based on the conclusion that the university's computer resources were not being used efficiently and that the costs of the various programs were not being properly evaluated.

The case study includes an analysis of the university's computer resources, a review of the decision-making process, and an evaluation of the impact of the decision on the university's overall operations. It is an important document for understanding the role of computers in universities and the challenges faced by computer professionals in managing complex systems.